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CHAPTER I
THE PROBLEM AND DEFINITIONS OF TERMS USED
One of the very important jobs of every teacher is
to know the general characteristics of the age group with
which he is working in order to do a more competent job
of teaching that group.

I.

THE PROBLEM

Statement of the problem.

It was the purpose of

this study (1) to identify the ten-year-old child by his
growth and development; (2) to provide some teaching
suggestions for aiding their growth and development in
the classroom; (3) to provide a reference to aid the
teacher in meeting these needs; and (4) to better inform
the author of the characteristics of this age group.
Importance of the study.

The author believes that

having a knowledge of the characteristics of the age group
with which a teacher is working is the basis for a competent job of teaching.

To be able to identify growth and

behavior of an age group is to better understand their
unique personalities and problems of growing to maturity.
This study attempts to identify some of the unique characteristics of age ten.
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II.
Growth.

DEFINITIONS OF TERMS USED
Growth is interpreted as meaning the

physical development of a boy or girl.
Ten-year-old.

This term is used to identify boys

and girls who are in their tenth chronological year of
life.
Development.

Development is referred to as new

characteristics and new abilities in the individual or the
improvement of present characteristics and abilities.

CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
Teaching is more than the imparting of the teacher's
background upon the students.

It involves, among many

things, the ability of the teacher to understand the group
of children with which he is working.

This fact is identi-

fied in the Cincinnati Public Schools Intermediate Grade
Annual:
To know well and to understand all of the
individual pupils in the class is the first
requisite of successful teaching and is prerequisite to adapting the instructional program
to the needs of the children (3:21).
A great deal of material has been written about the
many characteristics of the ten-year-old child.

This por-

tion of the study is devoted to the identification of his
certain pattern of growth and development.

All statements

made in this study are generally characteristic of this
age group but can not be considered as exact.
I.

PHYSICAL DEVELOPMENT

Physical development is uneven; some children are
large and awkward, others are small and immature.

There

can be as much as two years greater maturity in girls than
boys of the same age (3:19).
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Height.
Ten-year-olds, on the average, have attained the
height of about 54 inches.

In a study by Gruenberg, he

found the height of ten-year-old boys to be 50½ inches
for the low, 55 inches for the average, and 60 inches
for the high; for the girls he found 50 inches for the
low, 55-3/4 inches for the average, and 59-3/4 for the
high (12:89).

These figures represent about 75 to 80

per cent of their adult height (4:176).

Girls are about

the same average height as boys, but are growing faster.
Most girls are just about to start a period of accelerated
height growth (11:284).
Weight.
Bruce and Freeman identify the average weight of
boys and girls as 70 pounds, which is about one-half their
adult weight (4:177).

Gruenberg lists the boys' low as

50 pounds, average 78 pounds, and high 102 pounds, while
the girls low is 51 pounds, average 77 pounds, and high
102 pounds (12:189).

Girls may begin a rapid increase in

weight (13:326).
In general, children grow rapidly during the early
and middle elementary school years.

A marked decline in

the rate of growth begins at about ten or eleven yyars of
age (15:62).

Growth in height and weight is normally slow
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and steady.

Rapid growth of early childhood is finished

and changes of adolescence often begin to appear (8:29).
Circulatory, Digestive, and Respiratory Systems.
These systems are mature in function, although
growth still continues.

The lungs are almost fully

developed and the rate of respiration is 18 to 20 per
minute, approaching the adult level.

Blood pressure is

increasing and at this time is only a little lower than
adults ( 8: 29).

The eyes have reached adult size and are completely
developed in function (19:9).
Brain and Spinal Cord.
The brain and spinal cord have reached adult size
by age ten, but the tissue upon which mental development
depends is not complete and continues to develop for a
number of years (8:30).
Teeth.
These children are still losing their baby teeth
(13:152).
age.

First and second bicuspids will appear at this

Many children of this age group are experiencing

teeth straightening, as it can be started now (8:30).
The child of ten can display fourteen to sixteen permanent
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teeth, about half of his adult requirement (9:11, 13:326).
Motor and Muscle Development.
Accessory muscles are noticably more developed,
enabling the child to perform physical actions requiring
more control than formerly (8:30).

Boys advance more

rapidly than girls in eye-hand skills (6:70).

The

skeletal muscles are growing rapidly and require exercise (8:30).

Since ten-year-olds have their motor skills

well in hand and feats of physical skill delight them,
motor and muscle performance can be sustained over a
longer period (13:326, 21:15).

Vigorous activities

developing speed, strength, skill, cooperation, and
endurance should be experienced (9:9).

These, again,

point out the organic need for strenuous physical activity
(8:30).

Even though children of this age require a great

deal of exercise and are constantly on the go, they do
have a tendency to over-exert themselves and fatigue can
be a problem (6:70, 8:30).
Sex Differences and Development.
The intermediate grade children are preadolescent,
or in the latent stage.

Some girls who have developed

early are on the brink of puberty (13:326).
then, are entering adolescence (3:9).

These girls,

Sex differences

become much more noticeable both in interests and behavior.
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Because boys like rough and tumble games and girls generally do not, they do not play together as much as they did
when they were younger.

Boys will let girls play in their

games if they are capable players (8:35).

Their curiosity

about the facts of human reproduction has heightened.

They

will react to an explanation of human reproduction with
understanding and objectivity (8:36).

Both sexes show some

interest in "dirty" jokes, but will frequently report them
to their mother, often not knowing their meaning.

Usually

these jokes deal with elimination (11:287).
II.

HEALTH

The general health condition of these children is
good.

They are normally sturdy and healthy and the need

for special diets has disappeared.

As the general health

improves, many of the somatic complaints of age nine
disappear.

Even though some of the sensations may persist,

the urge to go out and play overpowers the demands of the
symptoms (11:44).
Disease.
Most children are relatively freer of disease at
this age than at any other growing period.

The majority

of these children have had such diseases as measles, chicken
pox, whooping cough, and other common childhood diseases.
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Few of the "adult" diseases have taken hold, although
tuberculosis is a serious hazard (8:29).
These children show an increase in the accuracy of
their work, in their attention span, coordination, food
requirements, resistance to disease and fatigue, strength,
speed, and manual dexterity (3:19).
Posture.
The fine posture that was once seen in the child
has been seemingly lost and forgotten.

The ten-year-old

has regressed and posture is generally poor (19:9, 1:1).
Sleep.
The ten-year-old child requires about ten hours
of sleep per night.

Many do not receive adequate rest

and are allowed to over-exert.

As these children are

always on the go, they can become overtired without
realizing it (9:9).

As children vary in the amounts of

stimulation they can take and the amount of sleep needed,
the problem is further complicated by their lack of
realization of the need for sleep and rest (8:29).
Bedtime for the ten-year-old is generally between
eight and nine o'clock with a majority retiring about
eight-thirty.

Waking up is not generally a problem for

them as many are early risers.
waking hour.

Seven a.m. is a common

On the whole, he sleeps through the night
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and has a sense of sleeping well.

Boys will usually go to

bed more easily than girls and fall asleep more rapidly.
Some girls, usually the very ones who resisted going to bed,
may resist getting up.

They sleep late and may need to be

dragged out of bed (11:478).
Cleanliness.
Most authors remark about the dislike that children
of this age have for soap and water and neatness in general.

Gruenberg makes a typical summary:
Contempt for cleanliness is so typical of preadolescents, especially boys, that a child from eight to
twelve who was always immaculate would worry his parents.
The preadolescent rebellion against adult standards
takes the form in a general rebellion against soap and
water. This in itself is a healthy development toward
independent thinking. It is comforting to remember
that the anti-washing phase will pass; and if it is
not turned into a family issue, it is likely to pass
more quickly.
No matter how hard parents have tried to instill

some idea of neatness, it is quite common for the preadolescent to be untidy.

During these years, children are making

so many new adjustments that they seem to forget what they
have learned, when they actually haven't forgotten, they are
simply relearning in a more mature way (2:94).
Clothes.

Ten-year-olds are able to select their own

clothes for the day's wear but they may not be appropriate
to the weather (11:48).

The ten-year-old likes to assist,
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to a point, in selecting his own clothes.

They prefer to

select their footwear but often resist trying on or shopping for new clothes for any length of time.
may be rejected for older, worn garments.

New clothes

In fact, he may

wear the same clothes several days in a row.

Since new

clothes may be rejected, a well-stocked wardrobe at nine
with expandable seams is a possible answer to the rejection
of new clothes at ten (11:49).
Personal cleanliness.
and water.
clean.

The ten-year-old rejects soap

He will ridicule or disdain a friend who is too

If parents recognize the antipathy to washing, they

may more readily adopt suitable measures.

The ten-year-old

must be reminded to bathe or even forced to bathe.

The job

of filling the tub and washing it out may not be his job.
At times he will accept a bathing schedule if it does not
curtail his other immediate interests.

The bath tub is pre-

ferred to the shower by boys (11:48).
Hair, nails, and teeth.

The ten-year-old is not too

interested in hair, nails, or teeth.

It is suggested that

the diet be supplemented with carrots and celery to aid in
tooth care.

Short hair will facilitate grooming in both

boys and girls.

Fingernails that are not chewed down will

have to be manicured.
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Care of .E.2.2!!!·

The ten-year-old is a collector of

anything and everything--match-covers, airplanes, dolls,
etc. (8:37).
endlessly.

He treasures old things and will hoard them
When the room reaches such a state of complete

dislocation, he will usually submit to cleaning (11:50).
Eating.
The ten-year-old is continually hungry but is still
a selective eater.
likes.

In general, his likes exceed his dis-

He will prefer some cooked vegetables, but raw

celery, carrots, and tomatoes may be even more preferred.
Ice cream and cake head the list of desserts.

The rejection

list includes liver, onions, fish, asparagus, spinach,
cooked tomatoes, and mixed foods, such as stews (11:46).
With a normal requirement of about 2,500 calories per
day, he eats about 60 per cent of the adult diet (8:29).
III.

EMOTIONAL DEVELOPMENT

Needs.
The emotional needs of children ten years old, as
stated by D'Evelyn (5:29) are:
1.

Acceptance and support by the teacher along with
fostering of their natural urge to become more independent and self-controlled.

2.

Peer identification is very important in their development.
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3.

Excessive competition in the school is harmful and
the need for minimizing it should be stressed, but
it should not be eliminated.

4.

Preadolescent is strengthening his self-concept and
needs guidance in building an image of self as a
person.
Rath and Metcalf (22:80) in studying the needs of

children, set up eight groups of needs.
1.

A feeling of belonging

2.

A sense of achievement

3,

Economic security

4.

Freedom from fear

5.

Love and affection

6.

Freedom from guilt

7.

A share in making decisions

8.

Integration in attitudes, beliefs, and values
In an account made by Sterling (19:9), she gives the

following description:
1.

Tend to be individualists with rather positive likes
and dislikes; grow in self-reliance and dependability.

2.

Show gain in self-control, with fewer fears than
formerly; evidence variability of mood.

3.

Under favorable
and honest; are
justice; show a
to see jokes on

4.

Are concerned about personal achievements; are keenly
affected by success and failure.

conditions are essentially truthful
receptive to elementary ideas of
robust sense of humor; are learning
themselves.
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Gesell makes a more complete summary of the subject
in his remarks:
1.

Adjectives that describe a Ten-year-old [sic] are
nice, happy, casual, unselfconscious, straight forward, sincere, relaxed, companionable, poised,
terribly nice and friendly, frank and open-all tell
the same tale (11:51).

2.

The short-livedness of his anger, the hot-point
quality, is what distinguishes Ten. He has an
efficient exhaust system.

3.

Girls will cry more than boys. Sadness is occasionally the reason, but anger is a more potent cause.

4.

The Ten is very happy and loyal to his family. His
greatest difficulty is with siblings near his own
age.

5.

He does not have a very high class of humor; most
of his jokes are on the April Fool type. He likes
to tell his jokes but misplaces the punch line or
has no point at all. He will often ask hopefully,
"Get it?" (11:53).

6.

The chief tension outlets are stomach aches and
headaches, followed by nail biting, drawing in
lips, stuttering, muttering, hand-to-mouth behavior,
hair twisting, fiddling with things. A few will
still suck their thumbs (11:291).

7.

This is not characteristically the angry age. When
he does explode it is physical and over in a hurry
(11:338).
Some factors which aid in identifying an emotional

disturbance in the classroom are as follows:
1.

Inability to work successfully and happily with
others.

2.

Pugnacious upon slight pretext.

3.

Persistent fear of particip£ting in new activities.

4.

Inattention and day dreaming.
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5.

Academic difficulties.

6.

Physical handicaps can lead to emotional insecurity.

7.

Temper tantrums.

8.

Truancy.

9.

Stealing and lying.

10.

Excessive shyness or aggressiveness.

11.

Unusual interest in sex.
IV.

(3:21)

ETHICS

Children are no longer considered miniature adults,
but we more or less hold them to adult standards of conduct.
Adults establish standards concerning private property,
honesty, tidiness, and cleanliness that are often put to a
higher level than children are able to attain, and tension
and conflict result (8:32).
Moral knowledge and conduct are largely obtained from
the home and much less from playmates.

These codes, however,

are interpreted by their own personal experiences.

This is

pointed out in the fact that he is becoming aware of other
social groups and may choose to play with a friend from
another social group in spite of parental or neighborhood
intolerance.
(8:38).

First signs of juvenile delinquency may appear

These children have ethical standards and want per-

fect fairness shown to them by their teachers and parents
(21:5).

Though t&n-year-olds admit that they try to be
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good, their standards for right and wrong are very high.
Fairness to them is important and expected.

They try to be

reasonable and not argue with adults (11:476).
This is also the age when they form into groups or
clubs of their own sex.

The group establishes the standards

and values to which the ten-year-old is loyal (3:20).

V.

SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT

Social Activities.
The Club.

This is the age of the group, club, gang,

or any other heading to identify the teaming up of individuals.

He is in the gang stage and it is a very important

part of his life.
to the group.

He accepts their standards and is loyal

The members of the club are of the same sex

and not too large in number.

They often have their own lan-

guage, secrets, and possibly some symbol of membership.
This will give them a sense of importance and belonging.
One of the important functions of the gang is secrecy
which often causes parents to suspect unwholesome activity.
Most secrets are quite in keeping with society.

Though

clubs are usually small, about three to ten members, and all
members are known, a card, badge, password, or other form of
. identification may be required.
As the ten-year-old becomes involved with his group
activity, the age mates provide standards for oral speech,
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clothes, manners, games, etc.

Teachers and parents still

supply ideology including race preferences, religion, morals,
and vocations (8:32).
Membership in the club is quite important to the tenyear old.

Since it plays a dominant role, control over the

individual is exercised by group pressure or expulsion from
the club.

At this point, clubs are short lived and member-

ship is fluid (9:9).
The ten-year-old will usually find satisfaction
through participation in some of the following activities:
Scouting, Campfire Girls, church groups, community swimming
pools, playgrounds, Y.M.C.A., Y.W.C.A., dancing class, etc.
The amount of participation depends on the quality of adult
leadership (8:37).

These activities will aid him in estab-

lishing friendships outside his own neighborhood.

Visiting

friends away from home and going to camp occur at this age
(9:9).

Family .§dl9;. Friends.
Parents.
about parents.

At age ten there are some definite feelings
They expect discipline and respect parents

as authority, but will sometimes test that authority.
do expect fairness.

They

Most ten-year-olds are well satisfied

with both parents and are not critical of them.

They object

to their older siblings criticising their parents.

Parental
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love is sought and expected, but they object to any display
or overindulgence (11:55, 405).

Of the eight basic needs

of children as recognized by Rath and Metcalf (22:80),
three apply here:

"A feeling of belonging," "Share in making

decisions," and "Integration in attitudes, beliefs, and
values."

These can be expressed in family planning.

The

ten-year-old enjoys creative planning with his parents.
He feels that his thoughts are valuable enough to be considered--that he has worthwhile ideas.

This need can be

strong and is a beginning of self-expression on a more
mature level (13:326).
Father.

In the eyes of the ten-year-old, the father

may surpass the mother as he can be both adored and idolized.
Girls especially show a strong attachment for their fathers
and are sensitive to correction from them.

There is a

strong desire to pal around with the father and go places
with him.

However, the ten-year-old may complain that his

father doesn't have time to do things with him (11:55, 395).
Mother.

Though the father may have some preference

at times, the mother is still all important (13:326)

She

still holds the central position with the children as when
they were five.

Boys especially like to have mother tuck

them in at night and receive her affection.

Girls feel a

closeness to mother as they will confess both good and bad
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thoughts and deeds to her (11:390).
Peers.

To the ten-year-olds, the "gang" is the all

important thing.

They join gangs or clubs of their own sex.

The members of this group set the standard for the behavior,
attitudes, and dress.

There is an awareness of the inter-

dependence through participation in neighborhood groups and
clubs.

Boys are apt to form larger groups than girls (19:9).
Both boys and girls like to show their affection to

their pals but in different ways.

Girls will put their arms

around each other or hold hands; boys will punch or wrestle
with each other (8:35).
Girls are very close to their friends.
ship is intense and cliquish.
again as friends.

Their friend-

They can break up and return

A visit overnight with a friend or

friends is desired at this age.

The boys may differ as some

may have one or two best friends and others may have a whole
gang.

The friendship groups may be fluid in that a member

of one group may be in other groups as well (11:55).
Social-Sex Interests.
Most ten-year-olds are not interested in the opposite
sex as yet.

The boys may include some girls in their games

if they are good players.

Boys may show some attention to the

girls by being rough, chasing them pulling their hair, pushing
them down, etc.

Gentleness will come a little later on (11:56).
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VI.

ATTITUDES AND INTERESTS

School.
The first point of concern is how the child feels
about school.

Dr. Gesell gives the following summary and

is supported by others:
On the whole, Ten likes school. But they tend to
be restless, and attention span is short. Most "hate"
some subjects but rebellion is passive. They rebell by
withdrawing (11:456).
They generally like their teacher and may pay more
attention to their teacher than their parent. He will
express affection for and accept affection from the
teacher (11:461).
Dr. Gesell points to further "likes" as the general pleasure
in memorizing, but they don't generalize or correlate facts,
or care what you do with the facts.

They often like place

geography but are vague on characteristics.

Preference is

shown for talking and listening rather than working at
desks (11:458).
Money and Work.
Learning by earning is a very important part of
children's experience.

Children of this age do not have

enough maturity to spend wisely.

A common argument is that

they will buy too much candy or lose their money.

This is

all very true and therefore the amounts should be kept small.
Gesell presents the following figures (pre-1956) as to the
amounts ten-year-olds can handle.
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That one Ten would be satisfied with 15 cents allowance and another would be capable of budgeting $1.25
shows how wide the individual variation can be. Ten
usually wants more than 25 cents, but is rarely up to
asking for 50 cents. Many families settle on 30 cents.
Some Tens save nothing, others save everything.
A child learns the need for earning money at a very
early age.

Some parents are afraid to pay their children

as a matter of principle:
their responsibilities.
of bribery.

the family is a unit and all have
Some others feel that it is a form

The latter can be very true if the incentive

is a nickel if he will go to the store rather than a nickel
for doing something outside his regular duties.

Learning to

care for small jobs with small cash rewards at an early age
can aid the child in learning to handle larger amounts
later (9:98).
Work is within the range of ability of the ten-yearold child, but not for a long nor strenuous period.

Gesell

again provides a summary of the ten-year-old in his ability
to do work.
Ten can dabble at many tasks--lay the fire, burning
papers, mowing the lawn, shoveling snow, baby-sitting
at home--but he has no sense of continuation. Some
days he is good about doing a job and some days he is
not. They will work better with a congenial adult.
( 11 : 50) .
Sedentary Interests.
Though the ten-y~ar-old has a very active life, he
does have time to sit awhile.

Gesell, Faegre, Hurlock, and
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Sterling point this out in the following statements:
He is nowadays blessed with a wide provision of
entertainment, information and thought-provoking media
--television, radio, books, and movies. Television
viewing is on the decline as compared to nine (11:58).
Ten will attend any movie as he is not too selective. He prefers Westerns, comedies, historical and
horse movies (11:446).
Girls prefer programs of news, comedians, and drama
--boys prefer greater violence. Interest in make
believe is on the decline (9:9).
In selecting books, as long as the title has secret,
mystery, or horse in it, the chances are better that
it will be read. Ten also likes biographies of famous
people and adventure.
Hurlock indicates that the ten-year-old still likes
comic books, but the quantity is reaching a point that:
... the mean number of comics read in the fourth
through sixth grade, the time when comic book reading
reaches a peak, ranges from 12-14 comic books a week
(14:345).
This age group tend to have the widest range of
interest of any age group; collect everything from
stamps to comic books to facts. They like to construct,
manipulate, and demonstrate (19:10).
Active Interests.
The ten-year-old is a very active individual with a
wide range of interests.

The peak of variety in individual

play is reached at about the age of ten.

After

is a sharp decline in the variety of activities.

ten there
He is

willing to practice to attain proficiency in certain physical skills and games (8:30).

These children are happy and
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busy in what they do and they now have the skill, stamina,
and rebound needed in gross motor activities (11:56).
The following is a list of major interests of the
ten-year-old.

(Duplications have been omitted.)

Swimming, baseball, football, music, art, mechanical
construction (21:5).
Build caves, go to the water, gather things, construct cabins, make campfires, skate, bicycle, watch
big machines work (8:30).
Wrestling, electric trains, throwing, sledding,
climbing, pretend games (Cowboys and Indians), fishing
and hunting (11:432).

VI.

MENTAL DEVELOPMENT

The ten-year-old shows his maturity in the many ways
in which he is able to handle situations.
ested in his environment.

He is very inter-

There is a desire to experiment

with materials and to explore and engage in purposeful activities as he becomes more independent in planning and reasoning.

There is a lessening need for adult supervision as the

capacity for self-direction increases.

Warren comments on

the decreasing need for supervision by stating:
Ten can work with less supervision and in larger
groups than the primary grades. As the need for supervision decreases the need for self-direction increases
(21:5).
Some of the characteristics of this age include an
increase in the following:
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Voluntary reading
Intellectual ability
Willingness to listen
Vocabulary development
Comprehension of number relationships
Facility in conversation
Willingness to follow directions
Desire to work as well as play
Mechanical understanding and ability
Attention span; resistence to distraction (3:19)
The Ohio State University study lists the following:
He can fit events into sequence with increased ability.
Better at planning things ahead.
Can be expected to care for (with training) their
own rooms and help with the chores about the house.
They want things to look real--standards may outdistance their skills.
As reading ability increases, reference books are
utilized. ( 8: 34)
Most authors remarked thrt the attention span of the
ten-year-old is increasing and will continue to do so, but
they gave no indication as to some average for this age
group.

Hawkes and Pease make the following statements on

attention:
As children increase in age and experience, the span
of attention tends to increase. If motivation is held
constant, they become accustomed to longer periods of
sustained activity. The ability of a child to give
attention comes from within him and not from the environment.
Bruce and Freeman somewhat counter Hawkes and Pease
in their report that:
By age ten, measurements of attention show a very
marked increase over the five year level; and the curve
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of growth continues to rise steadily beyond the tenyear level. This does not mean that a "power" or
"faculty" of attention grows in strength. What it
does mean is that as the individual develops, his
environment becomes for him richer and fuller than it
was earlier; therefore, the environment has become
more meaningful and there are more items to be interested in and to attend to. When conditions of the
environment and the individual are such that objects
and their structures and organizations are observed,
in whole or in part, we have attention (4:160).
Pryor reports that:
Preadolescent children can focus their attention on
one activity for a prolonged period of time. They now
resist distraction surprisingly well . • • It is possible
for children of this age to concentrate on abstract
ideas as a voluntary act of will, even if the subject
holds no special interest for them (17:226).
Though no indication is given as to some average
length of time attention can be held, there is the fact that
it will continue to increase.

The Ohio State University

study reports that:
The brain and spinal cord reach adult size by age 10,
but the cellular development upon which mental development depends is not complete and continues for a number
of years (8:30).
From these reports, one can conclude that the tenyear-old child is still developing his attention span.
the cellular development of the brain continues to grow,
then his attention span should also.

Whether or not his

environment is responsible for or has influence on this,
the ten-year-old is able to concentrate on things for a
longer period of time.

As

CHAPTER III
SUGGESTED CLASSROOM METHODS FOR AIDING
GROWTH AND DEVELOP~IBNT
I.

PHYSICAL DEVELOPMENT

In Chapter II we noted many of the features that
identify the growth and development of the ten-year-old
child.

Growth in height and weight is usually slow, but

is continuous at this age.
the same height and weight.

Boys and girls average about
The eyes are completely devel-

oped in size and function, but the brain, spinal cord,
circulatory, digestive, and respiratory systems are only
mature in function, and growth still continues.
has about half of his permanent teeth.

The child

The accessory mus-

cles are developing, allowing greater body control.

Their

endurance is greater, but fatigue can be a problem.
To aid the muscle development, these children need
about 15 minutes vigorous exercise daily.

As these children

are naturally very active, they do need some specific work
in exercising their muscles.
before any strenuous activity.

A warm up period is recommended
Exercises, rhythms, games,

stunts, and skills are listed in the Washington State
Physical Education Manual, Elementary Grade 1-6, 1961.
Listed on pages 70 to 148 of this manual are the recommenda-
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tions for a complete program (6:70-148).

Detailed instruc-

tions are given, rated according to grade level.
With growth in this period as it is, there will be
opportunities to discuss and study oral hygiene and tooth
care.

Most fifth grade health texts have a unit on the teeth.

(If the teacher notes that several children are losing baby
teeth, possibly a unit could be introduced then.)

The local

organization of the American Dental Association is a source
of material and resource people.

There is an abundance of

free and inexpensive materials available in the form of pamphlets, leaflets, films, filmstrips, posters, charts, records,
toothbrushing kits, models, radio scripts, and selected
stories (22:400).

These materials can be obtained from the

American Dental Association, insurance companies, toothpaste
manufacturers, National Dairy Council, etc.
Units on the circulatory, respiratory, and digestive
systems can be supplemented with materials from the American
Medical Association, American Heart Association, National
Dairy Council, and life insurance companies.

(Some other

suggestions may include inviting a local physician or veterinarian to discuss and dissect a heart, lung, and possibly
the stomach and intestines of a fetal pig or other animal.)
Sex differences begin to appear at this age in the
form of physical development and attitudes.

Boys and girls

will still play together, but the boys prefer more rough and
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tumble games while the girls prefer less vigorous activity.
Boys will not openly admit that they like a particular girl,
but do display their attentions in teasing and antagonizing
them.

Some girls are on the verge of puberty.

With this in

mind, a great many emotional problems can occur.
need understanding and guidance.

They will

Many schools have the

school nurse show a film and present a lecture on menstruation to girls nine years old and older.

This could be pre-

ceded or followed by a unit on understanding the way you
feel.

Boys can also receive instruction on growing up to

prepare them for the body changes that will take place in
the near future.
Cleanliness is a great problem with the ten-year-old.
Patience and continued urging are recommended, but only to
the point of realizing that time is the curing factor.

The

child should be encouraged to wash with soap before handling
food.

Their clothes selection (they prefer to select their

own for the day) should be checked for cleanliness and
appropriateness to the weather.

The teacher can provide

instruction at school with units on germs and health and the
importance of keeping clean.
discussed also.

Sickness or poor health can be

There is a great deal of information avail-

able, either free or inexpensive.

Slides, films, posters, and

resource people can be brought into the classroom.

The

approach must be realistic or a gain in one area may be a
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loss in several others by building up frustrations and
anxieties.

The teacher must keep working with the children

but avoid pushing too hard.
At this age the child is usually a good eater, but
he has his likes and dislikes.

To eliminate greater rejec-

tion of food, don't force the things he lists as the most
"unlikables."

A substitution may be accepted and lead to

acceptance later of once rejected foods.

Most health texts

have a unit on nutrition and our body needs.

The large

breakfast cereal companies, U.S. Department of Agriculture,
National Dairy Council, Wheat Flour Institute, United Fruit
Company, and H.J. Heinz Company are just a few of the many
sources of free or inexpensive materials such as films,
pamphlets, slides, etc.

A check of the local food industries

may provide for interesting field trips and resource people.
The teacher must approach the child through his body needs
instead of adult standards.

Possibly a brief unit on fish

and green vegetables could lead into a more complete unit on
the basic foods.

Liver and its value may be included, too,

as this, along with fish and green vegetables, heads the
"unlikeables" list.
II.

EMOTIONAL DEVELOPMENT

The ten-year-old is usually a happy individual, but
in practical experience, one can see that this is not always
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true.

Referring again to Rath and Metcalf's eight groups

of needs of children

the following six seem appropriate

to the classroom:
(1) "A feeling of belonging."

Let him know that he

is a welcome member of the class and each group.
(2) "A sense of achievement."

Does continued failure

bring about the desire to try harder for success or withdrawal and giving up?

An area of success must be found be-

fore it can be spread to other areas.
(3) "Freedom from fear."

A constant threat or fear

of failure will not aid the child in learning.

The teacher

may have to investigate the fears of a child before that
child can begin to learn or achieve success.
(4) "Love and affection."

How much love and affec-

tion should a teacher give and how should it be displayed?
This is not just the job of the home.

A sincere demonstra-

tion of acceptance of each child and an occasional bit of
personal attention or help can serve this need.

The teacher

must observe that many of the small bothersome acts that
children interrupt with are often bids for attention and
affection.
(5) "A share in making decisions."

These children

can be creative and through guidance can make some decisions
that they are able to understand.
(6) "Integration in attitudes, beliefs, and values."
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These can be handled through class discussion when planning.
If we are to meet the needs of children, we must understand
the attitudes, beliefs, and values of the group with which
we are working.
The attention span is lengthening as the child
matures, but the school day is still a long day.

Children

have their dislikes in subjects which add to their discomfort in class.

To aid the child in learning and making learn-

ing meaningful and pleasurable, the teacher can incorporate
tension-relieving situations.

A few brief general sugges-

tions follow:
(1)

Allow time for the children to put their heads on

their desks for a few minutes.

This is especially good after

a long lunch recess or after prolonged concentration.
(2)

Read a story to the class, especially one that

has some adventure and pertains to a unit of study.
(3)

work.

Some days and some assignments just don't seem to

Procrastinating is not always a good solution, but it

can be an advantage at times.

Conclude a lesson that isn't

holding the interest and move on to another.

Pick up the

subject later.
(4) Taking a walk can be a tension release as well as
being educational.
can be enough.

Just to get up and out of the classroom

Engage in a study of the immediate surround-

ings by the See and Tell game or have a race or some relays
and return to class.
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A joke or an amusing story can aid in changing

(5)

the atmosphere.

The school library should be a good source

to consult.
(6)

Children of this age enjoy sharing their ideas

with others.

An informal conversation period permitting

them to "just talk" to their friends can relieve a great
deal of strain.

This is also a good time to observe the

class in an informal situation.
During or after a prolonged period of concentra-

(7)

tion or when their attention is hard to get, a game or a few
exercises will aid in getting back to work.

The physical

education guide provides detailed instructions (6:88ff).
(8)
subject.
room.

Arrange the seating by ability grouping for each
Each group will meet in a different part of the

This will provide movement after each subject and

allow the class to relax before the next lesson.
(9)

Providing time to read library books can help

relax the class.
(10)

When the class feels restless, as when there has

been a complete change in the weather or for other reasons,
let them have a drawing period and work it out on paper before they become involved in formal study.

The drawing could

be incorporated in this study.
(11)

Story writing or a short play can also help a

class settle down.

Possibly a good time for this type of
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activity, due to the duration of the preparation, would be
just before the Christmas, Easter, or summer vacation periods.
(12)
informative.
it.

Role play situations can be as interesting as
Let the class act out the problem as they see

The teacher can provide the direction and general out-

line.
(13)
project.

Preparing a poem or story can be an interesting

One group can prepare their poem to be read to

another group, etc.
(14)

A discussion of nationalities or places of

birth can lead into a study of dif'ferent states or countries.
(15)

Crossword puzzles prepared in geography, arith-

metic, spelling, or other subjects make a good working
change.
(16)
drill.
word.

Spelling teams can be interesting and provide

Divide into teams and keep score for each misspelled
This differs from a spell-down as all remain in the

game, regardless of their spelling ability.
(17)

Class schedules can make a difference as to how

the class will work.

An activity class followed by a more

sedate function will often be more rewarding than too long
a period of sitting.

The length of a subject period should

be considered in scheduling classes.
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(18)

A "Who's Who" game of famous people can lead

the class to the reference books to make reports.

Names

can be assigned, volunteered, or drawn.
(19)

Music is an excellent media for relaxation.

Selected records and tapes can be played during a rest
period or while the class is working on an assignment.
(20)
reliever.

Plasticine clay can also be a great tension
Children can work, create, and destroy or rebuild.

The manipulation of the clay seems to soothe their feelings.
III.

SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT

The ten-year-old is becoming a social individual
largely through his club or gang.

Though the gang or club

is small, it does provide for his social development.

He

must abide by the group's demands in speech, dress, manners,
games, etc.

This provides an excellent opportunity for the

teacher to organize his class into a club.

The class would

be the main club with sub-groups consisting of reading groups
or groups requiring additional help or independent assignments.

Class officers can be elected by the class and room

helpers chosen from the groups.

Club organization can be

taught as the class is assembled at the beginning of the
school year.

Developing a plan of government and procedures

will also aid the children when they form their social groups
after school.

As most ten-year-olds are in the fifth grade
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and are studying democratic government, this will also give
them some practical experience in democratic living.
Most ten-year-olds are not interested in the opposite
sex, but they will play together.

The boys are interested

in sports and the girls in less active games.

Organized

games such as Dodge Ball, tag games, relays, etc. are acceptable to both sexes.
the boys.

Girls may display greater ability than

Rhythmic dances are enjoyed by both sexes.

The

schottische and polka provide plenty of the activity and
exercise which this age group needs.

Through rhythmic

dances, a foundation for social acceptance can be formed by
teaching respect for others, good manners, acceptable procedures, and good grooming.

This activity can be handled in

the classroom or gym.

IV.

ATTITUDES AND INTERESTS

As has been noted by Dr. Gesell, the ten-year-old
generally likes school and may pay more attention to the
teacher than the parent (11:461).

This would indicate that

the teacher plays an all important part in the child's life.
This, too, should indicate careful thought in counseling
each individual.

A suggestion here to the teacher is to

make school as interesting and eventful as possible for the
class.

Since the children have to come, why not let them

enjoy coming?
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Dr. Gesell has also indicated that they prefer talking and listening to working at their desks (11:458).

This

would suggest a wide use of audio-visual materials in teaching the subjects, and in class members reporting their
knowledge to the class from their own research.
The ability to handle money is a problem of many tenyear-olds.
class.

Budgeting money can be discussed in arithmetic

Ways of earning money can be instructed at an

appropriate time, such as when the class will need some money
for a particular function; i.e. the weekly newspaper, class
parties, assemblies, books, etc.

There are various seasonal

opportunities for earning money, such as raking leaves in
the fall, shovelling snow in the winter, and cutting grass
and weeding in the spring and summer.

This is only to men-

tion the more common jobs children of this age can handle.
The Ohio State University study stated that this was
about the age when a peak was reached in the variety of individual play (8:30).

It appears then that variety is still

enjoyed by these children and that teaching methods should
include this factor in all subjects, especially in physical
education.
Some of the interests that can be met at school are
as follows:

sports (soccer, baseball, football, and track),

music (more in appreciation), art (most any media such as
crayons, water colors, pencil, charcoal, chalk, cut or torn
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paper, papier mache, clay, plaster of paris, etc.), mechanical constructions (erector sets, models, display and discussion of collections), a trip to a local or nearby area
where large machines are working, etc.

All continue to

give him direction and awareness of his environment.
Obviously, these are only a few of the vast number of interests of ten-year-olds that can be met at school.
Each teacher will have to discover the interests of
his class and of each individual in that class from time to
time,as the children will continue to change.

As his atten-

tion span continues to increase and his interests become
more intense, he becomes more independent in planning and
reasoning.

Thus the ten-year-old is developing his interests

and abilities as he matures.

CHAPTER IV
SUMMA.RY AND CONCLUSION
I.

SUMMA.RY

The purpose of this study was to make a survey of
the literature to determine certain characteristics of the
ten-year-old child and to offer some suggestions as to how
knowledge of these characteristics might aid the teacher in
the classroom.
The procedure used in this paper was first, to review
the literature in order to determine certain identifiers of
ten-year-old children and second, to offer suggestions as to
how a teacher might apply them to classroom techniques.
The ten-year-old is in the latent, preadolescent or
late childhood period of development.

As growth is contin-

uous and unique to each individual, it is impossible to
establish definite lines of demarcation as to what is typical
of a certain age.

Many general characteristics do fit the

ten-year-old for both sexes and for the group as a whole.

II.

CONCLUSION

The classroom teacher must be aware of the growth and
development of his charges.
author of this one age group.

This study has informed the
However, few if any of today's
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classrooms have children all of the same age.

For this rea-

son, it is important that the classroom teacher know the
characteristics of the grade-age with which he is working
and also the age group at least one year older and one year
younger.

This will give the teacher a better understanding

of all the children in the class.
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